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1.1 The Appellant is a female competitive swimmer at secondary national level, affiliated 
to KNZB, and was fourleen years old at the relevant time. 

1.2 The Respondent, FINA, is the international federation which governs amateur 
swimming, including in matters of discipline. 

I J The KNZB is the national body which governs amateur swimming in the Netherlands 
and is a member federation of FINA. 

1 .. 4 On 11 th April 2003 the FINA Doping Panel ("the Panel"') decided that the Appellant 
had committed a doping offence under FINA Rules DC2.!(d); DC9.2 and DC9,Ll. 
Accordingly she was suspended for two years starting from 5th December 2002 and 
endi.ttg on 24th October 20,04. Furthermore, the results achieved by the Appellant in 

competitions during the period from 30th September 2002 until 10th April 2003 were 
cancelled ("the Panel decision"). 

1.5 On 14th April 2003 the Appellant received notice of the Panel decision. 

1.6 The Appellant appeals against the decision to CAS asserting that 

(i) she was not guilty of any doping offence: 

(ii) if (contrary to (i)) she was guilty of a doping offence, the suspension was
disproportionate.

2. Jurisdiction

The competence of CAS is based on Article C 12.83 of the constitution of FINA
which provides "An appeal against the decision by the Bureau of the FINA Doping

Panel shall be 1eferred to the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS), Lausanne.
Switzerland, within the same term as in Cl 2 8 . .2 The only appeal from a decision of
the Doping Panel shall /;e to CAS."
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3. 

3, I 

3.2 

Law 

Art. R 45 of the Code of Sports-related Arbitration (Code) provides that the Panel shall 
decide the dispute according to the rules of law chosen by the parties or, in the

absence of such a choice, according to Swiss Law. 

ln the present matter, the parties refer exclusively to FINA's regulations. They have 
not agreed on the application of any other particular law. Therefore, subject to the 
primacy of applicable f!NA's regulations, Swiss Law shall apply complementarily. 

4. Admissibility

4.1 The request of arbitration of the Appellant was filed on 9th May 2003 within 1 month. 
The Panel informed the Appellant of her right to appeal to CAS within a month of
receipt of the judgment. 

4.2 The application is therefore admissible 

5. 

5.1 

The Facts 

The Appellant waived her right to  an oral hearing and we make the following findings 
of fact from the documents submitted to us including the Panel decision and decisions 
of relevant KNZB bodies. 

5 2 On 30u, March 2002, in Amersfoort (in the Netherlands), the Appellant participated in 
a national "limit"" competition - which is a regional competition under the auspices of 
KNZB - in which competitors ate to swirn times set by the KNZB in order to qualify 
for the national championships. She was to swim in two events but took part only in 
the first (100 metres breaststroke Program Event 5) and renounced participation in her

second event because she was in indifferent form and in any event had to leave early 
together with her father who had an important business appointment 
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I 5.3 The Appellant was not notified of a need to submit for dopi11g control immediately
after the finish of her race, nor did she thereafter stay in the view of a doping control 
official.. She had indeed already urinated before she was told by a club mate that her 
coach was looking for her, and by her coach that she had to proceed to the doping 
control station no later than 18:30. 

At 18:20 hours the Appellant presented herself at the station and signed both the 
notification doping control and doping control fonns. On the notification doping 
control form, her willingness to co-operate was expressly noted. However she was, 
despite several attempts, unable to urinate. Her father then appeared and requested that 
the ptocedute be stopped, on the basis of his business appointments 

According to them the doping test officials watned the Appellant of the consequences, 
but she left the doping control station 25 minutes after her arrival without having 
given a urine sample. (The Notification Doping Control form signed by the Appellant 
also stated that "failure to co-operate may result in sanctions applied by the sport 
organization.") 1be time of the failure to co-operate was noted on the Doping Control 
form as being 18:45. Although the Appellant accepted that she was WattJed of the 
"consequences", she said that the nature and seriousness of them were not elaborated. 

, 5.6 On 9th September 2002, in consequence, the Disciplinary Committee of KNZB 
imposed on the Appellant a suspension for a period of 4 years, of which 

- 0.5 years were to be unconditional taking effect from 14th September 2002 and
ending on 14th March 2003
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• 3.5 years with a probation period of 2 years taking effect from l 5th March 2003 and
ending oo 14th March 2004

The Disciplinary Committee stated that 

. ':Together in view with her young age and inexperience, the person in question 
.'Jlas not realized which consequences her behaviour would have. as well as the
fact that she wa>zted to avoid a loyalty co'!flict with her father. who failed to 
have a clear view of the consequences. either. Unaltered application of art.. 
P9 .. I J would in this case have led to a disproportional sanction " 

On 14 September 2002 the Appellant appealed the suspension to the Committee of 
Appeal of KNZB. 

On 2 October 2002, t<NZB sent the judgment to the Disciplinary Committee of FINA 
in accordance with FINA Rule OC. 1 2.5. 

On 8 October 2002, (apparently in ignorance of the appeal), the FINA Executi'-'t! 
Committee stated that it believed that KNZB "has notfo/lowed the FTNA roles related

to doping control within Its Jurisdiction" and referred the matter to the Panel in 
accordance with FINA Rule DC.12.5.

On 12 October 2002 the Committee of Appeal conducted a hearing which was 
attended by the Appellant, her father and her coach. 

On 26 October 2002 the Committee of Appeal "in the second instance doing justice"

(sic) decided to annul the judgment of the Disciplinary Committee, and acquit the 
Appellant of the charge in question. It stated: 

"The Committee determines that the procedure stated under 4. with regard to 
appellant has not heen observed correctly.. neither a notification card was presented 
to appellant immediately after the relative program event. nor was she personally 
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summoned to present herself at the doping test station. She did not stay in the view of 
the doping test official. either. Only upon leaving the swimming pool she was informed 
of the doping test hy a club mate The Committee considers that owing to the fact that 
the p,.ocedure rules were not strictly observed by the officials responsible for the 
doping test appellant has been harmed in he,. interests in a disproportionate w,zy. 
Thus. if these rules would indeed have been observed in the right way the problems
had not occurred: appellant would then have been able to urinate for the doping test. 
She was- quite willing to do so!' 

On 5 November 2002 KNZB duly reported to FINA on the domestic proceedings, and 
enclosed, inter alia. the full and unabridged decision of the Committee of Appeal. 

On 5 December 2002 the FINA executive repeated its belief that FINA Rules relating 
to doping control were not followed by KNZ13 and again decided to refer the matter to 
the Panel for review in accordance with FINA Rule DC 12.5 .. Curiously, no reference 
was made to the decision of the Committee of Appeal. However, on the same date, the 
FINA executive decided provisionally to suspend the Appellant until judgrnent by the 
Panel, which suggests an awareness that the suspension by the Disciplinary 
Committee had been set aside: and on the same date informed the Appellant of her 
suspension. 

On 27 December 2002 the Panel informed the Appellant of her right to a hearing or to 
make submissions in writing. 

On 18 January 2003 the Appellant wrote that she would not appear in person but rely 
on written statements. She said "I hope tltat your decision is the same as the committee

of Appeal. I am a secondary level sporter. 14 years old at that time." 

J.11 In its determination of 1 1  April 2003 the Panel held that the Appellant co111111itted a
doping offence according to FINA Rule DC 2 1 (3) by refusing to submit to doping 
control. 
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5.18 After review of the facts and competing contentions. the Panel stated: 

"IN LAW 

Jurisdiction of FINA 

The swimmer does not challenge FINA Rules to be applicable to her. and 
her case having been transfer,.ed to the FINA Doping Panelfor review 
according to FINA Rule DC 12.5. 

AccordingtQ FINA Rule C 21 the FINA Doping Panel 

"shall apply sanctions in accordance with FINA Rule DC 9 to those 
individuals Qr Member Federations who are found to be in violation of 
FINA 's Rules relating to doping control" (FlNA Rule C 21.5) 

· Provisi'ilitfiii �opiii/g"iir�to befo"il;,,tfn the FINA Dop/ng Control Rut�$ 

The doping offence

Ms. Linda van Herk has committed a doping offence according to FINA 
Rule DC 2. 1..(d). She has refased to submit to doping control.

For the case to be decided by the Panel it is without importance that Ms.
van Herk was only 14 years old when she committed the doping offence.
Within regular private law in Netherlands and many other countries
including Switzerland ft is the parent who is responsible for the acts of 
his/her minor child. However, within sport federations this is different. 
Usually the rules and regulations within sport federations do not
distinguish between minor and major sportsmen I sportswomen. In 
principle it is not relevant whether a swimmer is under or above 18 years 
old. Individual members above and under 18 have the same rights and 
obligations, . they have to pay contributions, they have voting rights in
mr,etings, and they may become World and Olympic Chan1pion.

The Doping Panel is aware that the procedures to be followed at doping 

· · --· c;J;,'1!:J!!;:�\iit!;��{f/;1,; rifi!J!!!at7f{:r�o/irf!1'i!ll'k�JJ!!frf�trf'" 1
'' 

invalidate the facts found in the case to be decided as this departure was 
not such as to cast genuine doubt on the reliability of that finding (FINA 
Rule DC 1.4). 
The swimmer was not presented a notification card immediately after the 
relevant event and she was not pe,.sonally summoned to present herself to 
the doping control station But despite this lack the swimmer p,.esented 
herself at the doping control station to submit herself to doping control. 
She was 1'equested to be at the doping control station no later than 18 30 
hrs. , and she was p,.esent at 1820 hrs. 
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The swimmer did not stay In the view of a doping control official after 
having fini.,hed her race. This might o,ffect the validity of a urine sample 
delivered by the swimmer But it is not invalidating the fact that the 
swimmer after having presented herself to the doping control station left, 
before she was able to deliver a urine sample at all 

As the swimmer had not been notified to submit for doping control 
immediately after the finish of her race she had already urinated and was 
not any more able to deliver a urine sample quickly. If the rules would 
have been observed in the right w;zy the swimmer would have been able 
to urinate in the doping control station. which she was quite willing to 
do. However, this circumstQJl.ce is not leading to the result that she was 
permitted to leave the doping control station without having delivered a 
urine sample.. It is only resulting in a longer Waiting time within the 
doping control station, 

�Af:f,!J(Jll:Sx",i"''"'·" . . -�') , . .  ,. 

According to FINA Rule DC 9.2 

a doping offence under DC 2. 1 (d) shall be regarded as an offence under 
DC 2.1. (a) and shall be sanctioned according to DC 9. J .  l 

The sanction provided for in FINA Rule DC 9.LJ is a minimum of.four 
years' suspension plus a retroactive sanction involving cancellati01i of all 
results achieved in competitions in the period prior to the date the 
suspension takes effect and extending back to six (6) months before the 
date qfthe refusal to submit to doping control 

However, in the specific case the minimum sanction was to be lessened 
according to FINA Rule DC 9.10. 

FINA Rule DC 9. 10 is also ap):Jlicable for doping offences under FINA 
Rule DC 2.. J (d) The wordmg of Rule DC 9. 10 tn rhe begtnntng 

"Where the rules impose a minimum term suspension ..... .. " 

is indicattngJlwt DC9.l0 shall be applicable for alf (!) Rules providing . 
a minfmifiitfjtJhc'iio;i; "iiitluding thriRules pYoviding a minimum sanctiOii ' . 
for a doping offence under DC 2. 1. (d). Even ifthefurther wording 

" . . . .. . . .. . if the competitol' can clearly establish how the prohibited substance got into 
the competitors' body or fluids and that the prohibited substance did not get 
there as a direct or indirect of any negligence of the competitot-.... " 

mcry be interpreted contrary that way that .Rule DC 9.10 sha{[ be 
applicable only for doping offences under DC 2.1 (a). Whatever the 
interpretation may be. a clear answer cannot be found in the wording of 
the rule Therefore the meaning of Rule DC 9. 10 in this regard remains 
doubtful. And these doubts must take effect in favour of the swimmer 
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FINA Rule DC 9. 10 under speci.fir:: and restrir::ted circumstances is 
allowing to lessen the minimum sanction. It would be incomprehensible if
this possibility would be given onfy for a doping offence where a 
swimmer has taken a prohibited substance and not also for a doping 
offence where a swimmer has refused to submit for doping control 

With regord to FINA Rule DC 9 JO the swimmer has clearly established 
how her refa,sal to submit to doping control we4 callSed. And the refusal 
was not a direct or indirect result of any negligence of the competitor. It 
was the father of the swimmer who insisted that she did not �y longer 
wait until she was able to urinate As the girl was only 14 years old she 
was in a loyalty coriflicr She knew that she had to follow the respective 
rules and tl1at she had the personal responsibility to follow the relevant 
rules related to doping control. She knew that she had to delfver a urine 
sample before she left the pool On the other hand she also knew that she 
hod to obey her father and did not dare not to follow his instrucHons. It 
was not a matter of negligence, when the swimmer finally decided to give 
priority to her fathers instructions and to follow him. 

Having cfrniiid< ihe criteria fer a lefser sanction than 'the minimu'in 
provided.for according to FINA Rules lJC 9.2 ond 911 to be satisfied. 
the Panel considered the following circumstance.y to find an adequate 
sanction in the case to be decided: 

When the swimmer finished her race she was not notified to submit to 
doping control, She had cancelled the second event she was entered for. 
With the intention to leave the pool she went to a toilet and after that to 
the dressing room. Only when she was about to leave the swimming pool 
she was informed and rh;s only by a team mate. that she had to submit to 
doping control. She presented herself to the doping control station within 
the time period given and was ready to submit to doping control. 
However, having urinated shortly before. she was not oble to deliver a 
urine sample within a short time pe1-iod. When it was clear that she was 
not able to urinate within. aforeseeable time pe>-iod it was her father who 
insisted that she had lo come with him. 

Considering these factual cirC1Lmstances the Pane/finds it just to apply 
the equitable principle found in Rule DC 9. J 0, and, therefore felt a 
sanction of a 

two (2) years• suspension 

to be adequate. In principle it is a severe doping offence to refa,se a 
doping control However, the special situation the swimmer was in, is 
ollowing not to sanction her with the ttsual suspension of four (4) years. 

This decision shall become effective immediately And the suspension 
imposed by the Doping Panel will finish on 24 October 2004 
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y0, t<\,-Ih1J,.E)l'lJ,_,'4x.ecutbl,e)zr.1s .. alr,eady,s1f,Spended1he_swim111e,;provisionr1/ly. .•. · 
having been in effect since 5 December 2002. This time period shall be 
included in the period of the two (2) years suspension. 

Also the swimmer was suspended for 42 days (from I 4 September 2002 
until 26 October 2002) by judgements within KNZB. This time period 
shall be deducted.from the two (2) years' suspension decided by the P-INA 
Doping Panel. 

"Suspension" shall mean 

"that rhe individual sanctioned shall not participate in any activities of 
FINA or any of its Member Federations, in any discipline. including 
acting as a competitor, delegate. coach. leader, physician or other 
representative of FINA or a Member Federation. " 

(FINA Rule DC 9.JJ) 

According to FINA Rules DC 9.2 and DC 9.1 I also a retroactive 
sa12ction was to be decided involving cancellation of all results achieved 
in competitions during the peri�-1 until 10 April 2003 (the date prior this 

1<suspension :talcts effect) and exMnding ba�k ro 30 September 2001 "(six 
(6) months before the refasal to subrnit to doping control). "

The Panel mfonned the Appellant of her tight to appeal to CAS within a month of 
receipt of the judgement. 

6. 'the Law

6.1 lhe lJoping Control Rules promulgated by F.ThiA on which the decision of the Panel is
based, provided. so far as material, as follows:

Reporting .t1t1.d recognition 

;�t•• ,;-tt•'�';Jfff(f;'J'J,�t!"�,l:ff,,'·1fthe,·£xe1iiltive41n1/ie3!es···that:.ii::Me.mber Federatio.n-•.has·,notcfollowed:;•¥'•;;"•,:\'•.•'::• •,,;J·· 
FINA :Rules relating ta Doping Control within its jurisdiction, the 
Executive may refer the matter to the Doping Panel Jo,. review, in 
which case __ the Doping Panel shall have fall power to review the facts 
and the application of the rules. " 
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Introduction 

"DC /2 

"DC 13 

"DC 1.4 

Doping 

"DC 2.1 

All FINA Members shall comply with these DC Rules. The Rules and 
Regulations of Member Federations shall indicate that rite FINA 

Doping Control Rules shall be directly applicable to competitors, 
coaches, physicians. team leaders and club and federation 
representatives Ultder the jurisdiction of the respective Member
Federations ( .) .. 

All competitors shall submit to Doping Control carried out by FINA in 
competition, our of competition, announced or unannounced. The 
competitor shall submit to Doping Control whenever requested by an 
authorized official. " 

Any departure from tlte procedures set out in these Rules shall not 
necessarily invalidate the finding of the presence of a prohibited 
substance in a sample or the use of a prohibited method. unless such 
departure was such as to cast genuine doubt on the reliability of such a 
finding, ·· 

. : -·•'t
;' /,'�" '\ 

Doping offences are. 

(a) the finding of a prohibited .,ubstance (DC 3 1) within a
competitor 's body tissue or jlui�

(b) tlte failure or refusal of the competitor to .submit to doping 
control, ( ... ); 

Doping control in FINA Competition 

"DC 6A Upon selection of the competitor for doping control during 
competition, the following procedures shall be followed: 

DC 6.4 1 A member of the Doping Control Commission, or its 
. . ·.• . .  desig,;iate . (the . . escprt) . shall write . the . name. of . the

• ''''Y"'·t"ompetftor on a liolijication card and prese:itt it to ihi
competitor. as discreet(y as possible. immediately after 
tlte event The competitor shall sign to cotifirm receipt 
of the card and retain a copy.. The time of signing shall 
be recorded on the card The competitor must stay in 
view of the escort until reporting to the doping control 
station. " 
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Sanctions 

"DC 9.2 

"DC 9.1 

"DC 9. 10 

A doping offence under DC 2.J{b) or DC 2./ (d) shall be regarded as 
an offence under DC 2 1 (a) and shall be sanctioned according to DC 
9. 1.1: in thtt"evetit of a  sanction based upon DC 2.1(d). the releviifit ·
period for the retro-active cancellation of the results is the period
extending back to six (6) months before the failure or refusal to submit
to doping control "

The sanctions.for doping offences involving prohibited substances shall 
be 

9Jl For a doping offence involving an mtabolic agents. diuretics, 
masking agellfs. peptide, hormones, mimetics and analogues. 
and chemically or pharmacologically related substances: 

First offence: 

A minimum offour (4) years · suspension; plus 

A retro-active sanction involving cancellation of all 
results achieved in competitions during the period prior to the 

. Jifl,te. the. suspe�icm ta/ai affect. and extettdi� bcick to s� {6L , .
montlis fore the collection of the posftive sample, shall be . 
imposed ( . .).. " 

Where the rules impose a minimum term suspension, the minimum may 
be lessened if the competitor can clearly establish how the prohibited 
substance gor into the competitors body or fluids and that the 
prohibited substance did not get there as a direct or indirect result of 
any negligence of the competitor. Every competitor has the personal 
responstbiliry co assure that no prohibited subscance shall enter his or 
her body and that no prohibited method be used on such competitor 's 
body and no competito>' may rely on airy third party 's advice in this 
respect. ·· 

6.2 The Panel also referred to FINA Rule C 2 1 .S in connection with FINA Rule DC 1 2.5. 

FINA Rule C 2 1 .5 states that: 

C21 5 "The Doping Panel shall hear all controversies regarding doping control 
within FINA and shall apply sanctions in accordance with FINA Rule DC 9 to 
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those individuals or Member Federations who are found to be in violation of 
FINA Rules relating to doping control. " 

KNZB Doping Rules 

In conformity with Article DC 1 .2 of the Doping Control Rules of FINA. the KNZB 

has issued the KNZB-Doping Reglement (KNZB Doping Rules) of which the last 

version is dated July 2002. 

6.4 As a Member Federation of the FINA, the KNZB has adopted all the aforementioned 

doping control rules of the FINA. By means of the KNZB Doping Rules those Rules 

are directly applicable to competitors, coaches. physicians, team leaders and club and 

Federation representatives. The KNZB Doping Rules which correspond with the 

above mentioned FINA Doping Control Rules are as fullows: 

DC 1 .2 - P  1 .2 

DC 1 .3 - P 1 .3 

DC 1 .4 - P  1 .4 

DC 2. l (a) - P 2 .. l (a) 

DC 2.l(d) - P 2. l (d) 

DC 6.4/6.4 1 - P 6.4/6.4. 1  

DC 9 2 - P 9.2 

DC 9.1 . l - P 9 Ll 

!JC 9.10 - P 910
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7. . GroUDds of Appeal 

7. 1 The Appellant relies on the following grounds of appeal:

• a true construction and application of DC 12.5 the FINA executive was not 
entitled to refer the matter to the Panel to review without giving any 
explat1ation as to why they believed that the KNZB did not follow FINA rules 
relating to Doping Control, or which specific rules were not followed. Indeed 
the reference was invalid because what was an issue was not fidelity to the 
rules, but appropriateness of the sanction only.("Panel's Jurisdiction�) 

• On a true construction and applicatio.11 of DC2 L5 it was not the responsibility
of the Panel in this. case to impose · a sanction in accordance with F!NA Rule
DC 9. (''Panel's powers")

•

• 

additional stages i.e. doping panel and CAS, breaches fair trial pril'lciples, as 
exemplified by the new WADA structure of appeals .. ("Unfair Process") 

As the mandatory FlNA and KNZB procedures fur Doping Control were not 
followed the Appellant was not obliged to .comply with doping controls. 
("Breach of procedure''). 

The Panel erred in relying on FlNA Rule DC 1 .4, which was irtelevant. ("DC 
Rule 1.4") 
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7.2 

8, 

• For suspension as distinct from disqualification, proof of guilty without or at
least negligence is required ("Lack of fault'').

• The suspension was disproportionate. (".Lack of proportionality'")

We shall examine those grounds in order. 

ANALYSIS 

Panel's Jurisdiction 

8.1 In our view the Executive were entitled to refer the matter to the Panel. DC12.5 
requires only that the Executive has a belief (naturally one held in good faith and 
within the parameters of reasonableness) that a Member Federation has not followed 
FINA rules, to validate such a reference. In this instance an apparent violation of rule 
DC 2 l(a) (failure to submit to doping control) was nonetheless visited by the 
Committee of Appeal (the supreme domestic Tribunal) with dismissal of the charge, 

8.2 

:arid •iri consequence· tne ,fuipo!iition>of n.o sanction •at all. Something - in short -mUstY ' -
arguably appeared to have gone wrong in the decision of the Committee of Appeal, to 
which (as we have already suggested) the letter of the FINA executive of5 December 
2002 must be considered as relating. 

There is no requirement in DC 12,5 that the Executive identify either the Rule not 
· followed, or the nature of the breach as a precondition of making a reference. It is
sufficient that the appropriate belief is held, rt would no doubt be desirable for the
Executive to make such identification, consistent with the modem emphasis upon the
.provision of reasoned decisions, but it is not essential.
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Panel's Powers 

8.3 Under .DC R 12.5 the Panel can review both facts and apJJlication of rules afresh. tt is 
unfettered by the decision of the apPropriate body of the member federation (art. R57 
of the Code of Sports-related Arbitration.). 

8.4 ·rhe perceptible policy underlying the rule is to secure uniformity of interpretation and 
. ,;), �radticii''iicl'OSS ni�1'et federati<:,ils/ a.nd to ··avoici '·t1ie· · po;sibility of' 'bbrtie' ii:,�

decisions' .  

8 . .5 

Unfair Procedm·es 

There is no general principle of law which suggest that the provisions in the FINA 
rules or the possibility of an appeal to CAS thereafter - which allow, we accept, for a 
multiplicity of hearings -· undermine any rights to a fair trial or contravene any rule of 
natural justice. The right of recourse to CAS in particular is a benefit to, not a burden 
upon. a person in the Appellant's position. We are surprised by the submission in the 
Dutch Ls.w takes a different position, but since this case is neither substantively nor 

·· •.• a_djectivally governe<Lt->yJJJ.ttchLaw,.we do notneedto txplore-theissue .fur:ther.

8.6 WADA seems to us to contemplate an equally layered procedure giving as it does in 
cases involving national level athletes, a right to an international Federation to appeal 
both to the National Level reviewing body and to CAS: (see Art 13.2-2), no doubt in 
pursuit of the same policy objectives that we have outlined in the patagtaph 8.4 above 
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8. 7 . The admitted departure by KNZB from the stipulated doping tonttol procedures

indicated in para 5 3 above is certainly regrettable. The relevant rules are drafted for a 

purpose and officials who fail to follow them undermine that purpose. Moreover 

athletes vulnerable to sanctions are entitled to expect fidelity to such procedures .. 

*-,�. . J:lg\\'everwe do not c;gnsicl\'l[Jhat tht}.non,c11111pli!l.llte by officials with the pr11c�cillt!'• .

laid down in FINA DC 6.4.1 (and domestically 1' 6.4.1) justifies an acquittal of the 

Appellant for the following reasons: (i) DC 2.l (d) identifies a failure to submit to 

doping control as a doping offence. It does not suggest that non-compliance with the 

proper procedures means that a competitor is justified in a failure to submit; (ii) The 

Appellant's construction involves reading-iJI, after the phrase: "doping control" in DC 

2.1, the words "as long as carried out in accordance with mandatory procedure". No 

i:ule of interpretation ie: of necessary implications seenis us to require or justify such 

reading in; (iii) Albeit FINA DC 6.4.1 is in mandatory terms, non compliance with 

mandatory procedure does not automatically invalidate what follows. The 

cpnsequence of non-compliance axiotnaticully depends upon the context; {iv} All parts .. . 
•\',• , ,< • . : : :  ' ,  ' ,  > •;. ,"�°''." " . • ,<'<, :',, ,:_.,. •' • , "  C, •, '• . ; _ • ,.• .. -' a•�••:' i;• ' ' • • "•• as' • ":' •• , :- •• •<'>-• •

of DC 4.4J are _phrased in mandatory tenns. But it cannot sensibly be supposed that 

the failure to record the time of signing on the card, or for that matter, the failure of 

the competitor to retain a card should result in annulment of what happened thereafter 

in connection with doping control; (v) !he obvious purpose of DC 4.4. 1  e.g. the need 

for the competitor selected for such control constantly .in view of the escort is to 

prevent acts by (1 competitor designed to corrupt the doping control procedures; (vi) 

By corollary it is hard to see what disadvantage a competitor suffers (other than delay) 

from a failure to be notified of the need to submit to doping control: it cannot put such 
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competitor at risk of an inaccurate test or false finding: ('11ii) DC I .4  envisages such 
notwithstanding departures from procedure, a positive test will not be invalidated 
unless such departures cast genuine doubt on the reliability of such a finding" This rule 
therefore assumes that samples may be taken even after departures from stipulated 
procedures and, therefore, that sUch a competitor cannot refuse to provide such a 
sample because of such departure; (viii) the situation is distinguishable in principle 
from one in which departure from procedure may cast doubt on the reliability of a 
finding that a test bas proved positive such departure casts oo doubt on the actuality of-er�: :,: ·.::. _·'.-:\-.-·.:-):,r:::.; : :.< .;::,:-J:: ,.-./·:, , :�·;:-i;{ . .:'--J-\;_ .-::�tF:·�•:;:: '?:'.\'. }:T:.:-.7;";:< ·.-·(,�:-.-:�· -··),·-.-,,,- :-,:-:<. ;·,:// i 'i.::'- ·,. _ . _- ·, ·; ,:.:_-.,. _: :._-_; ;:·,. \-� ::"< >i/!
the refusal to submit to a test. 

8"9 Even if we were wrong in our above analysis of the effect of a not! compliance with 
DC 6AJ io this case the AppelJant was requested by rut authorised official to submit 
to doping conttoL She agreed to do so by signing the fortns and by her conduct" She 
was, in our view, under an obligation to do so in any event: but such acts must. have 
constituted a waiver of any previous non-co.tnpliance. 

8"10 

DC 1.4 

We accept that !JC 1 .4 was not directly relevant. (art" k57 of the Corle of Sports-related 
.A tbitratiott (Code)) It beats specificalJy upon a fmding of the doping offence contained <;ic ':in DC 2.l(a),· not 0C"2,1(b)i:,rhe'igfatultoti!frefet'ence to such rttle did not; howevetf.c' si '
flaw the Panel's decision. !n any event we must decide the matter de novo" "The
Panel shall have full power to review the facts and the law. Upon transfer of the file. 
the President of the Panel shall issue directions in connection with the hearing for the 
examination of the parties. the witnesses and the experts. as well as for the oral 
arguments. He may also request communication of the file of the disciplinarytribtmal 
or similar body. the decision of which is subject to appeal. Anicles R44"2 and Rd4.3 
shall apply After consulting the parties. the Panel mcry. if it deems itself to be 
sufficiently well i'!formed. decide not to hold a hearin.g" At the hea>-ing, the 
proceedings take place in camera, unless the panies agree otherwise. If an.y of the 
parties is duly summoned yet fails to appea>-, the Panel may nevertheless proceed with
the hearing•· (arL k57 oftbe Code). 
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8.12 

8.13 

Lack of fault 

The Appellant intentionally refused to submit to doping control by providing a 

sample. rhis is sufficient to engage D.C.2. 1 (b). 

The Appel lant's refertjlce to .cases concemedwith D.C .. 2.1 (a) when. in the context of 

c positive tests, a distinction is drawn between the sanctions of disqualification .. ' 
(Z.c-&!At-<.. f 

(aut9matic) and suspension (to which issue of fault are ger:t11ane)lsinisconceived. The 

· subject matter of the two doping offences is itldistinct.

Lack of Proportionality 

Both parties to the appesl accept that DC 9. l O should be .applied analogically although 

it (like DC 1.4) is concerned, on its face, with DC 2 1 (a), not DC 2 1 (b) offences. 

This generous construction is arguably validated by DC 9.2 which equates the two 

offences for the purposes of sanctions and by considerations of co=on sense. 

8 JA. On 1 1  September 2003 FINA adopted the WADA principles and irnpose a fixed 2 
yeat suspension in place of the present 4. It is argued that mutatis mutandis the 2 years 
suspension should be lowered pto rata to 1 ye.at. We rendeted oll1' decision on 1 1  
September 2003in order that the Api,ellant should have the benefit of the /ex mitiOI" 
"In the Panel 's opinion, the principle whereby a criminal law applies as soon as it 
comes into force if it is more favourable to the accused (ex mitiol"} is a fitndamental 

. . . , . . . . . . . .  · principle ofany de111qq-atic regi»ze. It is establi�hed, fol" example. by Swiss law (ar,t, 2 . . .. . . , 
· ;'f':"'1,t<;;N,i,;;,;,'bht'i'ofiitii Penatt!llde)"'i:MlJ-bYiiattan liffiJ (cfrt:ibfthe Penal Cikief' . "'' ,,,, " ' • i:;,.,,.;,;c;.;;,,,,t;,i,; .• , .. , ;;,,,

This principle applies to anti-doping regulations ilt view of the penal o,,. at the very 
least disciplinary nature of the penalties that they allow to be imposed, 

By virtue of this principle. the body responsible for setting the punishment must enable 
the athlete convicted of doping to benejir from the new provisions. assumed to be less 
severe, even when the events in question occurred before they came into force " 

:(Digest of CAS Award., · I, Advisory Opittion . CAS 94/128, Union Cycliste •
Jnternationale (UC!) and . Cotnite National Olympique Italien (CONt), of January 5, 
1995. p. 509).

· · 
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8. 15 We have considerable sympathy with the Appellanfs position . .  For the following 

reasons: 

(i) She is a minor: (although we accept that sport codes conventionally do not

differentiate between the obligations imposed on competitors by reference to 

their age, age must be potentially relevant. when sentencing discretion is 

engaged); 

(ii) Both domestic bodies suggest the need for "wide publicity to be given to the

doping rules, (although we accept 1he ignorance of the law is no defence, the 

�t��t to �wit iliei1ii�' fs"tutitic��ci' must ag�n be i,ot�nti�tG· �i;��i\ii' . , it>t+ �

sentencing). 

(ill) There was an objectionable (and unexplained) departure by officials at the 

meet from mandatory procedures. There is no reason to believe that bad the 

Appellant been told promptly what was required ofber, she would have found 

herself in her then predicament. On the contrary it seems entirely likely that 

she would have been able to - and would have - provided a sample before 

leaving with her father 

(iv) Had she not been alerted by her club mate and coach to the fact that she had 

been selected for a test, she might have left with her father without criticism or 

reproach ..

(y} She clearly sought at the outset to co-operate with the doping control officials. 

Her inability to urinate on demand was, in the circumstances, widely 

excusable. 
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'               f(vi?' ,,,;: :Her'premature departure frontthe doping conttol .stntion was .at tbe i.nsistencei 
of her father whom she was naturally accustomed to obey. 

(vii) In the absence of contrary evidence, we accept that she was not sufficiently

wamed of the consequences of her departure.

(viii) She has already had to endure, albeit limited media exposure, and
e111barrassrnent among her peers.

8.16 In short, we are confronted, not with a mature international athlete apparently 
attempting to cooceal his cheating and retain a major medal, but a young girl in the 

    foothills. of aquatic achievement. ½Who, . .t!Jo1:1gl1 not .fault. ofber 0WJ1;;, .• �l3li pl�ed .w,:.!ll;,' 
u nenviable problem ll!ld confronted v.ith an unenviable dilemma. In Poll v FINA 

(CAS 2002/ A/399) it was sapiently stated that: "it is a widely accepted general

principle of sports law that the seve,-Jty of a penalty must be in proportion with the 

se,.iousness of the infringemenf'. Applying this principle, we find that the 
infringement is at the lowest .end of the scale and substitute the minimum one year 
suspension now contentplatedby the FINA Rules. The suspension will expire on 25 
'Octobet 2003The Appellant is no drug cheat. 

8.17 Otherwise we leave the Panel' s  decision untouched. 

only partially succeeded in her appeal: but We do not award FINA its costs since we 
have found fault in its member officials 
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ON THESE GROUNDS 

The Court of Arbitration for Sport rules: 

1 . The appeal filed by ihe Appellant 011 8 July 2002 is upheld i11  part and the
decision of the FINA Doping Panel varied in part

2. TIJe Appelt!!llfs suspension is reduced to. a 011e-year period to expire on 25
October 2003. The FINA Doping Panel's decision otherwise stands.

3. The award is pronounced without costs. except for the Court Office fee of CHF 
500.-- (five hundred Swiss francs) aheady paid by the Appellant and to be 

retained by the CAS.
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